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The paper continues the study of the orthogonal group of a free symmetric inner 
product space V over a full ring R which was initiated in 141. If 2 and 3 are units in 
R and V has dimension 3 or >5 and hyperbolic rank >,I, then the normal 
subgroups of the orthogonal group of V lie between congruence subgroups. This 
paper also examines the theory of the special orthogonal group SO(V) of a 
symmetric inner product space V over a full ring R with 2 a unit. If V has hyper- 
bolic rank 21 and dimension >3, we determine generators, commutator subgroups 
and the special congruence subgroups. Further, SO(V) is related to the Clifford 
algebra of V and the normal subgroups of SO(V) are described. 
1. INTR~DLJCTION 
Much of the theory of free symmetric inner product spaces and their 
orthogonal groups over fields has been found to extend to local and 
semilocal rings (see [4] for an extensive bibliography). However, a basic 
technique of the above research is to reduce modulo the radical and then lift 
results for a field or a direct sum of fields back through the radical. In [4] 
we decribed an “equational” condition on a commutative ring analogous to 
“stable range one” which allowed the theory of symmetric inner product 
spaces to be developed directly. Commutative rings which possess this 
property include not only local and semilocal rings, but von Neumann 
regular rings, zero dimensional rings and other classes. In this paper we 
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continue the above study and classify, under standard geometric onditions, 
the normal subgroups of the orthogonal group over rings satisfying our 
equational condition. Section B introduces the necessary definitions, notation 
and terminology. Section C provides a classification of the normal 
subgroups. The principal results are Theorems (C.4) and (CS). Here the 
normal subgroups are found to be nested between congruence subgroups. 
In Section D, we introduce the special orthogonal group SO(V). Here we 
describe the generators and the commutator subgroup of SO(V) and, if A is 
an ideal of R, we show SO(v) -+ SO(V/A V) is surjective. In Section E we 
describe the congruence subgroups of SO(Y), the generators of K(V, A) = 
kemel(SO( V’) -+ SO( V/A V)), transitivity and commutator subgroups. In 
Section F, SO(V) is related to the Clifford group and the principal classical 
Abelian invariants of SO(V)---the Spinor norm and the determinant. In 
Section G, the results of Section C describing the normal subgroups of O(V) 
are translated to SO(V). 
B, PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper we assume that R denotes a commutative ring 
having 2 a unit, 
In [4], R was said to be fuil (for “full” of units) if for every set of three 
elements (r, fi, 6 in R with R = (a,P, S), then there is an element w with 
(r + pw + 69 = unit. 
The ring R is n-fold full if for every yt x 3 matrix A = [aij] having 
unimodular rows over R, there is an element w such that 
where v,, v, ,..., v, are uniuts. 
It is clear that an n-fold full ring is k-fold f&l for 1 < k < n. Further, 
mimicking the arguments in Section II of 141, one can easily show products 
and direct limits of n-fold full rings are n-fold full, n-fold fullness lifts 
through the Jacobson radical, fields with >2n elements are n-fold full, the 
ring of continuous cross-sections of a sheaf of n-fold full rings over a 
Boolean space is n-fold full, power series rings over n-fold full rings are n- 
fold full and every commutative ring is naturally embedded in an n-fold full 
ring. 
In [6] the theory of the Witt ring of symmetric inner product spaces over 
2- and 3-fold full rings was developed. 
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In the beginning of this paper we will classify the normal subgroups of the 
orthogonal group with suitable geometric conditions for coefficient rings 
which are 2-fold and 3-fold full. 
It is easy to see (Section Ii, 141) that local, semilocal, von Neumann 
regular and zero dimensional rings in which both 2 and 3 are units are f-fold 
full and if 5 is a unit they are 3-fold full. 
Further, the following is useful: Suppose R is 2-fold full and a, ,8, 6 are in 
R with (a, /3, S) = R. Then, considering the matrix 
the 2-fold fullness of R allows us to select w (which is a unit) with 
a + fiw + 6w2 = unit. 
Let V denote a free R-space of dimension n over a full ring. We assume Y 
possesses a symmetric inner product p: V X V-P R. This will be the setting 
for the entire paper. We will employ the terminology and facts on symmetric 
inner product spaces over commutative rings as given by Milnor in Chapter I
of [ 81 or by McDonald in Chapter II of [7]. 
In 141, it was shown that if R is full, then Y possesses an orthogonal basis, 
i.e., YZ (u,} i ..* 1 (an), split spaces are direct sums of hyperbolic planes, 
and Witt cancellation exists. We assume that V has hyperbolic rank > 1. 
This means that there is a unimodular vector x in V with /3(x,x) = 0. 
Equivalently, we may find a splitting of V as V= H I W, where 
H = Ru @ Rv, p(u, u) = p(v, v) = 0 and /3(u, V) = 1. The subspace H is called 
a hyperbolic plane. 
The or~hogo~~~ group O(V) of V consists of all invertible R-linear maps of 
Y which preserve the symmetric inner product /3, i.e., all tr with P(Gx, oy) = 
p(x, y) for x and y in V. An element of O(V) is called an isometry. 
Before we describe elements of the orthogonal group, we need to remark 
on the effect of idempotents of R on V and O(V). Suppose e is an idempotent 
in R. Then, letting f = 1 -e, we have 1 =e c f, es= 0, and f is an idem- 
potent. The idempotents e and f induce a natural 
(I) decomposition of R as R = Re @ RjI 
(2) decomposition of V as V = eY 1 fV. Further, eV = eH i eW and 
f V = f H 1 f W, where, say, eH = (Re)(eu) 0 (Re)(ev), j?(eu, ev) = e, 
P(eu, eu) = p(eu, ev) = 0. Note eV possesses the inner product e/X 
(3) decomposition of O(v) as O(V) = Ofev) @ OcfV). 
Let 1 = e + f be a partition of 1 by idempotents as above. Let V = H I W 
be a splitting of V, where N is the hyperbolic plane described above. We will 
use this notation to define certain basic isometries in O(V). 
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(a) Define d, by d,(eu) = ev, d,(eu) = ev, d,(ev) = eu, A, = identity 
on eW and A,=identity on fV. Thus, A, acts on V=eV@fV by 
“twisting” eu and ev and leaving everything else not involving eu or ev fixed. 
Let A denote A i . 
(b) Let E be a unit in eR. Define @P: by ~~(e~~ = aeti, rP&v) = ~-rev, 
@z = identity on eW, and @: = identity on f V. Thus, @z acts on 
V= eV@fV by “stretching” eu by the factor E, ev by the factor a-’ and 
leaving everything else not involving eu or ev fixed. If e = 1, we write @E as 
Qi,. Further, if C = (ES), then @z may be written as @; for E a unit in R. 
(c) Suppose x is in eV, i.e., x = ey for y in V, and /3(x, eu) = 0. Define 
E ell,x bY 
Eeu&) = 2 - P(eu, 2)~ + B(x, 2) eu - ~j&x, x) P(eu, 2) eu 
for each z in eV and E,,,, =I identity on f V. If e = 1, then EegtX is written as 
E U,X. Observe, writing x as 3 = (x, 0), then E,,,, becomes Eu,E, where i is in 
V and &?, u) = 0. 
If x is in eV and /?(x, ev) = 0, then E,,,, is defined in an analogous 
manner. These maps are called Eichler-Siegel-Dickson transvections. 
The above maps are isometries (for example, see [ 7, pp. 160-1611) for a 
proof which may be adapted to the above setting) and @z, E,,,, and E,,,,, 
may be written without reference to the idempotent e as Qi(t+,j, E,l,(X,oj, 
E U,(X,O)’ respectively. (This is not true for Ae.) 
Let SO(V) denote the group of all isometries u in O(V) with determinant 
det(o) = 1. The group SO(v) is called the special orthogonal group. Observe 
that SO(V) = SO(eV>@ SO(jY). Further, E,,,,, E,,., and Qi, are in 
SO(~. 
In the following sections we will utilize the computational Lemma B.l: 
(B.1) LEMMA. The above isometries satisfy the following properties. 
6) E,,xE,,, = Ew+,Y (E,,,)-I = E,.-, (analogous for E,,,). 
(b) A;‘@,A, = @C,_ie,tifor E a unit in R, @;’ = Q, E-5. 
(c) A:=Z, @,-‘d,@,=d,, #FEU,X@;l=EU,FX. 
(d) If z is in V, then z = au + 6v + y, where y is in Wand a and 6 are 
in R. Zf x is in W, then 
E,,&) = Ia + PI4 u> - f&3x, X>]U f 6~ + (Y - 6.4, 
E,,,(z) = au + [6 +- P(x, Y) - fa/?(x, x)lv + (y - ax). 
(e) rf 8 is in O(V), then 6E,,,&’ = EBu,Bx (analogous for E,,,). In 
particular, if 8 IH = identity, then 8E,,, 8- ’ = EuaBx. 
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In [4], it was shown that under the above hypotheses over a full ring, 
O(V) is transitive on unimodular vectors of the same norm; O(V) is 
generated by the isometries E,,,, E,,,, A, and @, for various choices of x, e 
and E; for an ideal A of R, the natural group morphism O(V) -+ 0( V/A V) is 
surjective provided idempotents can be lifted modulo A; if O(V) = 
[O(V), O(V)] denotes the commutator subgroup of O(V) and EO(V) the 
subgroup generated by all E,,, and E,,,, i.e., the Eichler subgroup, then 
a(V) = EO( V); and the center of O(V) is the set (al ( a2 = 1). 
Let @p(V) denote the subgroup generated by all @, (E a unit). Note that 
Q(V), EO( V), $I( V) are all subgroups of the special orthogonal group SO(V) 
and that Q(V) N R*, where R* denotes the unit group of R, under QE -+ E. 
Let A be an ideal of R and 1, denote the natural group morphism O(V) --+ 
0( V/A V). The subgroup 
0( V, A) = (o in O(V) ( A, u is in the center of 0( V/A V)} 
is the congruence subgroup of level A. Let O(V) = O(V, R). 
For an ideal A of R, let EO(V, A) denote the EO(V)-normal subgroup of 
O(V, A) generated by all transvections E,,, and Ev,y, where x and y are in 
W with o(x) C_ A and o(y) c A. (Note, for a given x, the order of x, denoted 
o(x), is the smallest ideal B with A,(x) = Or.) We call EO(V, A) the Eichler 
subgroup of level A. It is the subgroup generated by all 13E,,,9-’ and 
t3E,.,,&’ for 19 in EO(V) = Q(V) and o(x) c A, o(y) c A. The order of E,,, 
(resp., E,. ,) is the order of x. 
C. THE NORMAL SUBGROUPS OF O(V) 
We continue the huypotheses of the previous section on R and V, i.e., R is 
full with 2 a unit and V is a symmetric inner product space of dim(V) > 3 
and hyperbolic rank 21. The approach we use follows basically that of 
pp. 328-346 of [7] which was developed from the arguments of James [5 1. 
(See also Theorem (D. 1)). 
(C. 1) THEOREM. Let A be an ideal of R and p be in 0( V, A). Then, for a 
suitable I+Y in EO(V), 
VPV -l=~,~~qe, 
where 
(a) u1 and u2 are Eichler-Siegel-Dickson transvections of order 
contained in A; 
(b) e2 = 1 module A; 
(c) 0 I,, = identity, i.e., 0 is in 0( W, A). 
’ be: V-r V/BY is the canonical R-morphism. 
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(Note that (T,, 02, dbF or 8 may be trivial, e.g., p may be I. This will not 
aflect the subsequent proofs.) 
Proof: Suppose p(v) = au + dv + z, where a and 6 are in R, z is in W 
andp is in O(V,A). Since A,p=& where 6’= 1 we have 6=6and a=0 
modulo A and 1, z = 0, i.e., o(z) c A. 
First we show p may be modified by conjugation so that 6 is a unit. Let 
wl =E U,--S, where s is in W. Set p, = w,pv;‘. Then 
p,(v)= wIPw;w= WlP(V> 
= au + [d - p(s, z) - fa/3(s, s)]v + (z + as). 
Let {e, ..., ek} be an orthogonal basis for W with P(ei, ei) = vi (a unit), 
1 < i < k. Then z =p,e, + . . . +pu,e,, where pi are in R. Since p(v) is 
unimodular, we have (a, 6, p, ,..., pk) = R. Since 2 is a unit, 
R = (6, -plvl, -,u2v2 ,..., -,ukvk,--fav ,,..., -)av,J. 
A straightforward induction will show that for a full ring and any set of 
2k + 1 elements a, 6, ,..., 6,, pi ,..., Pk with (a, 6, ,..., 6,, Pi ,..., BJ = R, then 
there exist wi,..., wk in R with 
Applying this aside to the above, there exist wl,.,.,wk in R satisfying 
k k 
6- C piviwi-ifa 1 viwf=p (a unit). 
i=l i=l 
Let s = Cf=, w,e,. Then ,u = 6 - /3(s, z) - ia/3(s, s) and p,(v) = au + pv + 
(z + as). Thus, in the above argument we may replace p by p, (which we 
now call p) and assume 6 is a unit. 
Then 
E,,,-,,@(v)) = [a + $S- ‘p(z, )]u -I- 6v 
and 
@8Eu,s-1z@(v)) = [da + #(z, z)lu + v. 
Set p2 = @,E,,,-,,p. Since p(v, v) = 0, then P&(u), PAv)) = 0 an4 conse- 
wently, Pi = V. 
Consider the action of pz on U. In general, pz(u) = yu + TV + w for y and t 
in R and w in W. Since p2 is in 0( V, A), we have o(w) c A. Further, Y = 1 
since 1 = P(u, u) = &p2(u), p2(v)) = p@,(u), v). Then E,,,p,(u) = u + TV and, 
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using p(u, U) = 0, it is clear ?= 0. Hence, E,,,@,E,,,-I,p = 0, where 
B(U) = u and B(v) = u, i.e., B fixes the hyperbolic plane H. Then, 
p=E u,-s-12 E v,-swes-Ie, 
compIeting the proof. 
For the remainder of this section we fix the following setting: 
Let G denote an EO( V)-normal subgroup of O(V), i.e,, G is a subgroup of 
O(Y) and upa- ’ is in G for all u in EO( P’) and p in G. For a fixed p in G, let 
C, denote the orbit of p under conjugation by elements of EO(V). Certainly, 
C, is in G. Further, by (Cl), we may assume there is a w in EO(V) with 
VPV’ = E,,,E,,, @,B satisfying the conditions in (Cl). Our initial purpose 
is to isolate E,,, and E,,,. 
(C.2) LEMMA. Assume 3 and 5 are also units in R. Then, there are units 
E and q such that E,.,, and E,,,, belong to G. 
Proox Observe @?a = [Q2, d] ([QIz, d] denotes the commutator of Qi, 
and d). Thus, Q4 is in the commutator subgroup Q(IJ) of O(V) which is 
equal to EU(V) by (V.8) of [4]. Thus, using (C.l), 
[vpw-‘9 @4] = wPvI-1@4vP-‘v-‘@p;’ 
= E,.,E,~,~,B~48-1~z,E,,_,E,,-.~;’ 
=E,,,E,,,~4E,,-,E,,-,cp;l 
=Eu,x(Ev,(y4)yEu,-3x)E~:. 
Conjugating by E,,, shows Eu,f3,4)yEu,--3x lies in G. 
Thus it will suffice to show that if the product E,,,E,,, lies in G, then 
there are units E and r7 such that E,,,, and E,,,, lie in G. 
Since E,,,E,,, is in G, then E,,,E,,, = E;,:(E,,,EV,J E,,, is in G. Thus 
E E”,ZY u.2.x = E,:(E”,yEu,x)(Ev,xEv,y)E”,y is in G. Repeating this argument 
shows E,,,dt~y is in G. Then, EU,,6XEDry= @4Eu,4xEt,,4y@;’ is in G. 
Therefore E u,lSxEa,yEu,x =~U,:Ezmx EB,,E,,, is in G. Since EUv,E,,, is in 
G, we conclude E,,,,, is in G. Hence, there is a unit E = 15 such that E,,,, is 
in G. An analogous argument shows there is a unit q with E,,,, in G. This 
completes the proof. 
Remark. If one is interested in only the normal subgroups of O(Y) rather 
than the EO(~-normal subgroups, then conjugation by @, in the above 
proof may be replaced by conjugation by Qi, and, with minor modifications, 
the argument follows with only the hypothesis that 2 and 3 are units 
(omitting 5 a unit). The hypothesis that 3 is a unit is made for ease of 
computation and presentation (see the discussion on p. 329 of 171). We 
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suspect his may be replaced by a weaker hypothesis on the size of quotient 
fields of R. 
Having obtained an element E,,, in, G by (CZ), we next show that if 
o(x) = A, then EO(V, A) is a subgroup of G. 
Suppose R is 3-fold full and a is in R. Then, utilizing the matrix a 0 1 
A= a [ 1 0 -1 0 1 0 
we may select a unit u such that a: + v* = w,, a - v2 = wz, where w, and w2 
are units. Then Q = (w,/2v)* ‘- (w2/2v)* is the difference of squares of units. 
Hence, if 3-fold full, then any element in R may be expressed as a difference 
of squares of units. We utilize this in (a) of the proof of the next result which 
is a key step in the classi~cation of normal subgroups. 
(C.3) THEOREM. In addition to the hypotheses of this section, assume R 
is 3-fold full. If E,,, is in G and dim(V) = 3 or 2.5, then EO( V, o(x)) is a 
subgroup of G. 
Proox The proof will be given in a series of steps. 
(a) dim(y) = 3. We claim that if E,,, is in G, then E,,,, is in G for 
all ?7 in R. If 6 is a unit, then rP,* = [Q6, A 1 is in 9(V) = EO(Y). Thus, 
E u,61x = @szE,,,@G1 is in G. Let q be in R. Since R is 3-fold full, 
? = v; - v;, wh ere ui and vZ are units. By the above Eu,+ is in G. Thus, 
E u,nx = E~,“:xKt2x 1 is in G. This completes the theorem for dim(V) = 3. 
We now assume dim(V) > 5. 
(b) The next step is to manufacture certain elements of EO(V). 
Suppose x is such that @(x,x) = unit, i.e., x is nonisotropic. Then the 
symmetry or hyperplane reflection 6, determined by x is defined by 
o,(z)=z-2f#,. 
x, x 
In [7] or [4, (V.4)], it is shown that a symmetry or may be written as 
as a product of A, @ and Eichler-Siegel-Dickson transvections. Letting 
E = --#(I, z), we have 
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which is in EO(V). Consequently, if y and z are nonisotropic in W and 
a = -fj3(~, y), the isometry 
@;‘Aa,@,‘Ao,,= @;‘@,A2a,o, 
= @;l@,u;u Y 
is in EO(V). 
It is easy to check that if A is a unit of R, then CT, = cA,. Thus, in 
cP;l@,a,~y, z may be replaced by p(z, z)-’ z and 4’ by ~JJ without changing 
the factor CJ,~,. However, Qp,-, Qi, = @,-,, becomes @B(z,zJD( Y,Yj,4 under 
these replacements. Hence, 
(c) We continue (b) and assume further that &z, v) = 1. A direct 
computation gives 
tvy - q4(x) = (4//G Z)P(Y% Y)M(Y, x)z -P(z, X)Y). 
Hence, if E = /3(z, z) fi( y, y)/4, then 
+vy - dye,> = P(Y7 x)z - & X>Y* 
(d) Parts (b) and (cf are now combined and applied to the 
transvection E,,, in G, Since G is EO(V)-normal and #,o,u,, is in EO(V), 
where z, y and E are given in (c), then 
is in G. The proof will now be completed by carefully selecting x, y and z. 
(e) We have E,,, in G. Let {e, ..., ek} be an orthogonal basis for W 
(note k= IZ - 223). Then x=a,ei + ..a +akekr where ai is in R and 
o(x) = (a, ,..., a,J. We need to show EO(V, o(x)) C_ G. Thus we need to show 
Eu,y is in G, where o(u) is in (a, ,..., aJ. A similar argument employing E,,, 
will place E,,, in G. If Y=6,e, + ‘*. + LSkek, then Sj is in o(x) and conse- 
quently, 6, = cjpuai for I <i, j < k. Hence, y = xi zj,uijajei. Thus, by 
(B.l)(a), if we are to show E,,, is in G, we must first show Eu,api is in G for 
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all pii. In part (d) above, if we select y and z nonisotropic in W with 
p(y, z) = 1, then 
E u,4(y,x)r--d(ZJ)Y (*I 
is in G whenever E,,, is in G. Let ci=j?(ei,ei) for l<i<k and let 
fi=&;1ei.ThenP(e,,f,)=lforl~i~k.Ifi#j,sinceR=(&i,&j)andRis 
2-fold full, there is a unit q (see Section B) with z = ei + r,rej, y =fi and 
p(z, z) = ei + $a, a unit. Thus y and z are nonisotropic and /3(y, z) = 1. 
Substitution of these choices of x, y and z in (*) gives Eu,tlcaiej-ojcjfib in G. 
The argument in part (a) now shows Eu,z(m,e,-~,s,fi,fi, is n G for all t in R. We 
use this transvection in the next step. 
Suppose 1 < i&t < k are all distinct (recall k > 3). In (*) set 
x = aiej - ajejfi, 
z = et, 
where, by the fact that R is 2-fold full, 6 is chosen to be a unit such that 
/3( y, y) = E;’ + 82ey1 is a unit. Then p(z, y) = 1 and Eu,b~y,x~z--B~r,X.y = 
E u,dnre, is in G, where i # t. Since 6 is a unit, the argument in (a) shows 
E u,a,e, (i # t) is in G. 
It remains to show E u,p,e, is in G for 1 < i < k. In (*) set 
X = Cfiet, 
z=e,+ye,, 
y = c;‘e I, 
where y is a unit satisfying p(z, z) is a unit and i # t. Then (*) reduces to 
E u.“a,e, and bY (a) Ew,e, is in G. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. If one is interested in only normal subgroups of O(V) rather 
than EO(V)-normal subgroups, then, in addition to omitting the hypothesis 
“5 a unit” as noted earlier, the hypothesis “R is 2-fold full” is sufficient. This 
is true because of the following: First, for any v in R, there is a 6 in R such 
that both q - 6 and v + 6 are units-note: (v’, -1) = R so R full implies 
there is a 6 with q2 - a2 = unit. Second, if E,,, is in G then E,,,, is in G for 
all q in R: Let 6 be chosen as above. Then @,,-sE,,x@;is = Eu,tlx-Gx and, 
similarly, E,,,,, sx are in G. Thus, their product Eu,2,,x is in G and, hence, 
@1,2Eu,2nx @;: = 44.,x is in G. The proof now follows parts (b) through (e) 
of (C.3). 
The next result is the first central theorem of this section. It is stated with 
complete hypotheses. 
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(C.4) THEOREM. Let R be a 3-fold fill commutative ring in which 2, 3 
and 5 are units. Let V be a symmetric inner product space of dimension n 
where n = 3. or n > 5 and let V have hyperbolic rank 2 1. Suppose G is a 
subgroup of the orthogonal group O(V) which is normalized by the 
commutator subgroup Q(V) = EO(V). If A is an ideal which is maximaI with 
respect to EO(V,A)<G, then EO(V,A)<G<O(V,A). 
Proof: Observe EO( V, 0) = I is always in G. Hence, there is an ideal B 
with EO(V, B) < G. If {Bn 1 a in /1) is a family of ideals satisfying 
EO( V, B,) < G, then clearly EO(V, CB,) < G. Thus, the ideal A in the 
statement is unique and contains every ideal B with .EO(V, B) Q G. 
Let (4 be in G. By (Cl) there is a I,V in EO(V) with @y-’ = EUq,E,,,@,8. 
Then, by (C.2) and (a) of (C.3), E,,, and Ev,? are in G. Hence QEB is in G. 
Let z be in IV. Since 8 IH = 1, 
is in G. By (C.3), EO( V, 0(&?(z) - z)) is a subgroup of G. Hence, by the 
above paragraph, 0(.$9(z) -z) c A. Thus, &9(z) = z modulo A. Select z 
nonisotropic in W. Then p(z, z) = unit and 
mew, e(2)) = ew, dw) 
= jI(z, z) modulo A. 
Since &, z) is a unit, E* ZE 1 modulo A and thus 0(z) zz EZ modulo A for all 
z in W. Apply this to 4 and conclude d(x) = EX modulo A for all x in V. Set 
$=A,#. Then &Z)= - f EX or all ff in V/A V. Let IV be any element of O(V). 
Then, for any X in V/A V, I,@!) = F(H) = &I&$) = f&&f) where 1, v/ = @ 
Thus, I$ = & and $= il, (a is in the center of O(V/A V). Hence, 4 is in 
O(VIA). 
Remark. Let G be a subgroup of O(V). The order of G, denoted o(G), is 
the smallest ideal A satisfying A, G < Center(O(V/AV)). Suppose G is 
.EO( v-normal and o(G) = A. Under the hypothesis of (C.4), there is an ideal 
B with EO(V, B) < G < O(V, B). Thus, since G < O(V, B), we have A c B. 
On the other hand, o(EO( V, B)) = B and EO(V, B) Q G. Thus, B c A. 
Hence, the ideal A in (C.4) is precisely o(G). 
The next result classifies the normal subgroups of O(V) and is the second 
central result of this paper. It follows from (C.4) and the previous remarks. 
(C.5) THEOREM. Let R be a 2~old~ul~ commutative ring in which 2 and 
3 are units. Let be a symmetric inner product space of dimension n, where 
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n = 3 or n > 5 and hyperbolic rank > 1. Suppose G is a normal subgroup of 
the orthogonal group O(V) of V. Then, tf o(G) = A, we have 
EO(V,A)(G<O(V,A). 
D. THE SPECIAL ORTHOGONAL GROUP 
In this section we begin a study of the special orthogonal group SO(V) 
over a full ring. 
The next result may be found in [ 1, (2.2) Lemma, p. 621 and is due to 
Eichler [3]. 
(D. 1) THEOREM. Let V have hyperbolic rank > 1 and let u be in O(V). 
Suppose the coeflcient 6 in a(v) = au + 6v + t (t in W) is a unit. Then u 
may be written as 
IJ = E,,,E,,,@,& 
where x and y are in W and 6 is in O(W). (O(W) is identt@ed as a subgroup 
of O(V) by d + id,, I 8.) Further, E,,,, Ev,y, @. and 6 are uniquely deter- 
mined by o. 
Suppose that R is a full ring, o is in O(V), V has hyperbolic rank > 1 and 
a(v) = au + 6v + t. The discussion following (4.1) of [4] shows that E,,, 
may be found so that 
E,,,(u(v)) = au + Bv + t 
where 6 is a unit R. Since E;:(v) = v, we have the second part of the 
following corollary. 
(D.2) COROLLARY. Let R be a fill ring, V have hyperbolic rank > 1 and 
dim(V) > 3. Let u be in O(V). Then there is a z in W satisfying 
(a) 0 = E;i EU,xEV,y @,6 or 
(b) E,,,uE;: =E,,,E,,,@,6 (see (C.l) for a direct proof>, where x 
and y are in W, E is a unit and d is in O(W) and all are uniquely determined 
by z and u. 
Thus O(V) = EO(V) @p(V) 0( IV). It is also easy to see that EO(V) (use 
the calculations in (B.l)) is a normal subgroup of O(V). 
In the proof of (4.2) of [4] the only isometries utilized were elements of 
EO(V) and Q(V). Both of these subgroups lie in SO(V). Thus, (4.2) of [4] 
could also be stated for SO( v>; indeed, for any group G with EO( V) @(V) < 
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G < O(V). (We show shortly that EO( V) Q(V) = SO(V).) Precisely, we have 
the following theorem. 
(D.3) THEOREM. Let R be a full ring, V have hyperbolic rank > 1 and 
dim(V) > 3. Let G be any group with EO(V) @p(V) < G < O(V). Then 
(a) G is transitive on unimodular vectors in V of the same norm. (The 
norm of a vector x is j?(x, x).) 
(b) G is transitive on hyperbolic planes in V. 
We next determine, over a full ring R, the generators of SO(V) and show 
SO(V) = EO(V) Q(V). We assume dim(V) > 2 and V has hyperbolic 
rank 2 1. 
Lemma 3.10 (p. 69) of [ 1 ] shows that for any commutative ring, if V is a 
hyperbolic plane then SO(V) = Q(V) = R*. Thus we may assume 
dim(V) > 3. 
Suppose c is in SO(V) and V = H -L W, where W has the orthogonal basis 
W= Re, _L -.. I Ret by (3.2) of [4]. Then P(oe,, be,) = /3(e,, e,). By (D.3) 
there is an element r in EO(V) Q(V) with r(a(e,)) = e,. Then ru: (Re,)’ -+ 
(Re,). An induction argument would show the isometries in EO(V) @p(V) 
would generate SO(V) provided it is true for V = HI Re, where 
P(e, c) = unit. 
Thus, suppose V = H i Re and that u is in SO(V). Then UH = fl, where 
i? is a hyperbolic plane in V. By (D.3) there is a t in EO(V) Q(V) with 
ru = identity on H. Further, ru: H’ + HI. Hence, ru(e) = ae for some a in R. 
But r and u are in SO(V). Hence, 
= a. 
Thus, u = t-l is in EO( V) Q(V). 
(D.4) THEOREM. Let R be a full ring and V have hyperbolic rank 2 1. 
Then, SO(V) = EO( V) Q(V). 
Suppose A is an ideal of R. The ring morphism 1: R -+ R/A induces a 
natural group morphism A: O(V) + 0( V/A V). In ([4], Theorem (4.6)) we 
showed A: O(V) + O(V/AV) is surjective when R is a full ring provided 
idempotents lift modulo A. However, without “idempotent conditions” we 
have that isometries in EO( V/AV) may be lifted naturally to isometries in 
EO(V) and (since units map surjectively R* -+ (R/A)* for a full ring R 
((2.6), [4]) isometries in @(V/AV) lift to isometries in Q(V). 
(D.5) COROLLARY. Let R be a full ring, A an ideal of R, and V have 
hyperbolic rank > 1. Then the natural group morphism ,I: SO(V) -+ 
SO( V/A V) is surjective. 
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At this point a surprising thing happens-we are able to remove the 
condition of the existence of hyperbolic rank. The technique is similar to [ 1, 
pp. 68-721 but easier since you need not appeal to a field case. The 
philosophy is the same as in the proof of Witt Cancellation in (4.3) of [4], 
i.e., enlarge a space by adding a hyperbolic plane, compute in the orthogonal 
group of the enlarged space, then return. 
(D.6) THEOREM. Let R be a fill ring, A an ideal of R and V a 
symmetric inner product space over R. Then the natural group morphism 
2 : SO(V) + SO( V/A V) is subjective. 
Proof Consider the space r= H I V, where H = Ru @ Rv is a hyper- 
bolic plane. Let 1, denote the morphism V-t V/A V and & denote the 
morphism P+ v/Av. These morphisms lift to the following commutative 
diagram. 
WV)- ” SO(V/AV) 
inc inc 
SO( q L SO( r/A 0 
where “in? denotes the natural inclusion u + id,, I cr. 
Let u be in SO( V/AV). Then u is in SO(p/Ao. By (DJ), there is a d in 
SO(n with Jd5) = o. Since 5(u) = u and a(v) = v in r/Av, we have that 
a(v) = au + 6v + t in v, where Q E 0, 6 E 1 modulo A and t - 0 modulo AR 
We employ the technique of the proof of (C.l) and show there is an 
isometry E,,, such that (E,,-,(I)(V) = du + Jv + r^, where 8 is a unit. Observe 
(E,,,u)(v) = au + (6 - P(s, t) - fa/3(s, s))v + (t + as) 
by (B.l). Let V have an orthogonal basis {e,, e2 ,..., e,}, where /3(ei, e,) = Vi 
are units for 1 & i < n. Then, t = p, e, + ..a + pu,e, with the pi in A. Since 
o(v) is unimodular, we have 
Since 2 is a unit, 
(a, 4 P , ,..., P,,) = R. 
(4 -P 1 1 u, ,..., -P, v, ,--Tau, ,..., -fav,) = R. 
But R is full, thus it is easy to show there exist w,,..., w, in R with 
n n 
6- y’,uiviwi-fa 1 v,wf=p 
l7, 
(unit). 
i=l 
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That is, if s = x1=, wiei then 
6 - m, t) - faP(s, s) = P (unit). 
Thus, combining this with the above expression for (~*,~~)(~), 
(E,,,o)(v) = au + & + i, 
where8isaunit,~~1modA,a~OmodAand~=t+as~OmodAl? 
Apply (D.2) and lind E,,,, Eo,yr QE in EO(o @( 0 and a” in SO(v) with 
Further, utilizing the results and proof of (C.i), we find that x = y = 
0 mod A v and E = 1 mod A. Hence, 
M&,x> = h@,,,) = M@P,) = I. 
Applying h, to E&, one has 
That is, D = E,,-,&d(6) in SO( r’/A q. But the hyperbolic rank of i;;lA v is 
21. Thus by the uniqueness of the decomposition of Theorem (D.l), we have 
ntfd) = CT, where a^ is in SO(y). This completes the proof. 
Let G be a group and let Q(G) = [G, G] be the commutator subgroup of 
G. In \4,4.8] we showed that if R was a full ring which was also connected 
(no nontrivial idempotents) and has 3 a unit, then EO(V) = Sa(O(V)) = 
[&?(O( v)), fl(O(v))] when Y had hyperbolic rank > 1 and dim(V) > 3. The 
same proof will carry over to the case where G = SO(V); however, here we 
do not need the generator A (see (B.l)) which appears as a generator of 
O(V) and, consequently, forced R to be connected in the computations in 
141. Thus, we have the next result. 
(D.7) THEOREM. Lef R be a full ring in #hich both 2 and 3 are units. 
Let V be a symmetric inner product space over R with hyperbolic rank > 1 
and dim(V) > 3. Then 
EO( V) = R (SO(V)) = [.n(SO( V)), .f2(SO( I’))]. 
In particular, SO(V)/[SO(v), SO(V)] = R*/R**. 
Similarly, in [4,4.7] the center of O(V) was {al ) a* = 1 } and if R was 
connected then the center of O(V) was found to be fZ. Thus, the center of 
SO(V) is the set {aZl a2 = 1, det(aZ) = 11. But, det(aZ) = a”, which is a if 
n = 2k f 1 and is 1 if n = 2k. Thus, we have the following result. 
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(D.8) THEOREM. Let R be a full ring and V have n = dim(V) > 3 and 
hyperbolic rank > 1. Zf n is odd then Center(SO(V)) = I; and, if n is even 
then Center(sO(V)) = Center(O(V)). 
E, CONGRUENCE SUBGROUPS 
Unless otherwise stated, we assume throughout his section that R is a full 
ring having 2 a unit and V is a symmetric inner product space with 
n = dim(V) > 3 and hyperbolic rank of V > 1. 
Let A #R be an ideal of R. Recall that the natural ring morphism 
il, : R --f R/A induces a group morphism 1, : O(V) -+ 0( V/A V). Associated 
with A are several “congruence” subgroups of O(V). The general congruence 
subgroup O(V, A) of O(y) of level A as given in (B) is 
O(V, A) = {o in O(V) 1 L,a is in Center~O(V/A V))]. 
The special congruence subgroup SO(V, A) of O(V) of level A is 
SO(V,A)=SO(V)nO(V,A). 
The kernel group K( V, A) is 
K(V,A)= ((I in O(V)/J,a=I). 
Recali that the E~~h~er subgroup EO(V, A) of level A is the EO(V~norma1 
subgroup generated by all transvections E,,, and E,,, with x =y = 0 
moduloAV.Finally,let cP(V,A)=@(V)~K(V,A)=(QzC/e= 1 moduioA1. 
The following two results follow from (D.1) and the results and proof of 
(C. 1). 
(E.1) THEOREM. Suppose we have the hypothesis of (D.2) and u is in 
O(V, A). Then, in the conclusions of (D.2) and (D.3), we have 
(a> E,,, and E,,, in EO(Y, A), 
@I @, in @(KA), 
(c) Cr in O(W, A). 
Suppose that R is a 2-fold full ring and A #R is an ideal of R. 
Let V = H 1 W, where Ii = Ru 0 Rv is a hyperbolic plane and W has an 
orthogonal basis W = Rx, I . - - 1 Rx,. 
If u is in K(V, A) and x is a unimodular vector, then u(x) is unimodular, 
@(x, x) = /3(crx,crx) and ox zz x modulo A V. We will now show the converse of 
this statement; precisely, if x and y are unimodular vectors with 
/3(x, x) = /3(y, y) and x z y modulo A V, then there exists an isometry cr in 
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K( V, A) with ox = y. To do this, we will reduce simultaneously x and y by 
elements of K(V, A) until their images lie in H and then conclude equality. 
The argument, somewhat echnical, is based on the technique of the proof of 
(Cl), and, we will see, requires R to be 2-fold full. 
Let x = a(% + 8c1)u + xi ci”xi and y = a% + d(*)u + xi aj2’xi, where, 
for 1 < i < 2 and 1 < j < t, a”‘, dcit and uji) are in R. Since x and y are 
unimodular. 
ta (1 <i<2). 
Suppose ui =&xi, xi) (vi = unit) for 1 < i < t. Then 
(ii”‘, -U\“U, ,..., -Uji)Ut, -ia(i)ul ,,.,, -fa(i)u,) = R (1 <i < 2). 
Since R is 2-fold full, a straightforward induction will show there exist 
w,, We,..., w, in R with 
where $I) and ,B(~) are units. 
Thus, if we set s = ,YJ wixi and E, = E,,-, then 
E,(x) = pu t tu t 2: biXi, 
E,(y) =~U t MU t ~ i;jXi, 
where t and f are units. 
Since b, E 6, modulo A, bi = );I + _ci for 1 < i < t, where each Ci is in A. If 
we set E, = E,,,, where z = f---‘(c, b,xi), then 
E*E,(X)=~U + TU tr: (bi-r-‘zBi)Xi, 
E,E,(y) =,Uu f fu. 
Note that bi - r-%6, s 0 modulo A. Set d, = bi - f- ‘rsi, t = t- ‘(x dixi) 
and E, = E,,,. Then, E, z I modulo A since t = 0 modulo A V and 
E, E, E,(x) = i;u + 50, 
E,E,(y) =/iu t fu, 
where Q and T are units. 
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Since r 3 Q modulo A, t-V= 1 modulo A. Thus 
@5TE,E2EI(~)=J,~ + v, 
@,E,E,(y) = /lu + (1 + a)~, 
where 1 + a is a unit and a is in A. Then @ria -1 moduloA and 
Qi l+a CP,E,E,(y) = xu + u. Since @(x, X) =/Q, y), we have 2A = 
&&.4 C v, Au + Y) = @4 + 0, Xu + u) = 2X Therefore 
E;‘E;‘Qrr’Qi;:,(PrE,E,E,(x) = y. 
However, only E, = E,,, and @P;+!~ are explicitly in K(V,A). But K(V, A) is 
a normal subgroup, hence the conjugations place the product of the above 
isometries in K(V,A). Actually more can be noted. First, @p;‘r2r;+‘,@, = 
%-A = Qilfb, where b is in A. Further, E;’ = E;,f = E,,-, and E,,-, Qj,+* 
= .?l+b4,-~l+b~-~r = @l+bEu,-utl+ajz = @l+bEu,-arEu,-zt where 
E u,--oI G I modulo A. Hence, the above product may be written as 
where m = n = 0 module A V. 
(E.2) THEOREM. Suppose R is 2fold full. Then K(V, A) acts as a 
transformation group on unimodular vectors of the same norm. Two vectors 
x and y lie in the same orbit tf and only if x = y modulo A V. 
Then, using (E.2), we have two immediate results by utilizing proofs 
analogous to (4.2) and (4.5) of [4]. 
(E.3) THEOREM. Suppose R is 2-fold full. Then K(V, A) acts as a 
trunsformation group on the set of hy~rboi~~ planes in V. Two planes H and 
I? lie in the same K(V, A)-orbit if and only if IZ,H = ;la B under 
/I,: v-r V/AK 
(E.4) THEOREM. Suppose R is 2”fold full. Then 
K(V,A)= @(V,A)EO(V,A). 
Let Q(K(V, A)) denote the mixed commutator subgroup 
[SOW, NV, A)]. 
Note that by (E.4), K(V, A) is a subgroup of SO(V). 
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(ES) THEOREM. Suppose R is 2-foldfull. Suppose that, in addition to 2, 
3 is also a unit in R. Then 
broom We claim that EO(V, A) c G(K(V,A)). To show this observe 
E,., = @A,.~, @i R,-$12 = [@D %,,I. A similar expression is available 
for EL>.,. Thus, EO( V, A) c R(K( V, A)). 
We claim O(K( V, A)) c EO( V, A). If u is in SO(V) then, by (D.4), u may 
be written as u = @,J, where 9 is a unit and x is in EO(V). If r is in 
K( V, A), then, similarly, r = Cp, w, where E is a unit with E s 1 modulo A and 
y is in EO(V,A). 
Then 
If x, = @,,@p,‘, vi = @‘,ft@,‘, xZ = @,x1 0~;’ and w2 = Qi,ly-‘@;’ then 
[o, r] =x1 wIx;‘wZ, where, using (B.l)(e), x1 and x2 are in EO(V) and w, 
and wZ are in EO(V, A). Note that x,x; ’ = [x,, @‘,I and, consequently, using 
(B.l)(a) to simplify we have xix;’ in EO(V, A), e.g., E,,,@,E,,+@;’ = 
E u,C, -+ s I module A. Thus, 
[a9 Tl = Olrx;‘Nx2 v/IX3 v2 
and each factor on the right is in EO( V, A). 
(E.6) COROLLARY (For the above hypothesis). There is an exact 
sequence 
l-3 Q(K( V, A)) --+ Q(SO( V)) -+ L’(.SO( V/A V)) -+ 1. 
F. THE CLIFFORD ALGEBRA AND SO(V) 
Throughout this section, we assume R is a full ring with 2 a unit and that 
R is connected, i.e., R has only 0 and 1 as idempotents. This hypothesis of 
connectedness i  imposed so that we may utilize the generators of O(V) 
described in [4], i.e., d, Cp, and E,,,, E,,, when V has hyperbolic rank >, 1. 
The isometry A needs modification when R has nontrivial idempotents- this 
is described in (B). The results of this section extend to nonconnected full 
rings by using the results of (B); however, the removal of the idempotent 
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condition did not appear to warrant the additional computational com- 
plexity. 
We assume V has dimension > 3 and hyperbolic rank 2 1 and the splitting 
Y= H I W specified in (B). 
The basic theory of the Clifford aigebra over a commutative ring is given 
in [2f and over a local ring in [7]. The local theory in [7] translates readily 
to this context. 
Let C(V) denote the Clifford algebra of V. Recall that C(V) = C, @ C, is 
2-graded with CiCj c Citi (subscripts taken modulo 2) and I’ is naturally 
embedded in C, . The subalgebra C, is called even and its elements are finite 
sums of even products of elements of V. The summand C, is called odd. If x 
is in Ci (i = 0, 1) then x is called homogeneous of degree i, denoted ax = i. 
Each element y in C(V) may be written uniquely as y = x0 + x1, where 
f3xi = i. 
Suppose x is homogeneous and a unit of C(V) and w is homogeneous in 
C(V), Then inner auto~o~~is~ Z, determined by x is defined by Z,(w) = 
(- 1 paw xwx- i. This inner automo~hism extends naturally to C(V). 
Suppose x is a homogeneous unit in C(v) and Z,( I’) c V. It is well known 
that Z, lr, is in O(v). In particular, the isometries in (B) are given by 
A = I,-, Iv, 
Etw = I, +;ux Iv (similarly for E,,,) 
(see, for example, [7, pp. 278-2831). For simplicity, we denote the above 
inner automorphisms by I,,, Z* and IEcU,). If x is a product of elements in 
EQ( V), we denote the corresponding inner automorphism by I,. 
The C~z~rd group CL(V) of V is 
CL( I’) = {x in C(V) / x is a homogeneous unit and I,(V) c V). 
The special Cllfird group is CL,(V) = C, f7 CL(V). 
Since, by Theorem 4.5 of [4], O(v) is generated by A, (D,, E,,,, E,,, for 
suitable E and x, we have that 1: CL( P’) -+ O(V) is a surjective group 
morphism where Z(x) = Z, IV. It is easy to see kerff) = R*, where R* denotes 
the units of R. 
Suppose x is in CL(V). Then Z, IV = A’@& where t = 0, 1, x is an element 
of EU(V), and E is a unit. Then, Z, Iv = ZJ~Z,l,. Thus, if we extend our 
notational conventions, Z, jr, = ZdteX IV. Hence, in C(V), x-‘A%& = a for a in 
R*, where A = u - u, @ = EUV + VU and x is a product of elements of the 
form 1 + $ux, 1 + $ux. Computing degrees of both sides, we see deg(x) = t. 
Hence, if x is in C&,(V), then deg(x) = 0. Thus, t = 0 and d’= Z, that is, 
Z, IV = @x. But @$ is SO(v). Thus, we have an exact sequence 
1 -+ R* + CL,(V)-+‘SO(V) --tdet 1. 
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Let x -+ x* denote the unique R-algebra anti-automorphism of C(V) which 
is the identty on V. Let p denote the unique inner automorphism of C(V) 
which is -(identity) on V (see [7, p. 2931 or [2, pp. 172-1731). Let x-+ ff be 
the composite of * and ,K Then, x -+ i is an anti-automorphism of C( I’) 
which satisfies R = - x for x in V. 
Let M = (x in C(V) ( XX is in R}. Then M is a semigroup containing 
CL(V) and the map N: CL(V) -+ R* by N(x) = xX is a group morphism (see 
[ 7, p. 2941 or [2, p. 1731). The group morphism N is called the norm. Let 
Spin(V) = ker(N: CL,(V) + R*). 
We have the following commutative diagram with exact rows 
l-{*l)- det Spin(V) i 0, ----+ 1 
j,inj j,inj /id 
l- R” - CL,(V) - SO(V) det 1 
where 0, = f(Spin( V)) is called the reduced orthogonal group. 
If r is in SO(V) and x and y are in CL,(V) with Z, IV = I, IV = r, then 
x = ay for a in R*. Then N(x) = a’N(y). This allows the definition of a 
group morphism 
SN: SO(V) -+ R*/R”’ 
by SN(r) = N(x) R**, where Z, IV = r for some x in CL,(V). The group 
morphism SN is called the Spinor norm. 
Clearly 0, c kernel(SN). On the other hand, suppose o is in the kernel of 
SN. Let x be in CL,(V) with f(x) = cr. Then N(x) = a2 for a a unit in R. 
Then a-lx is in the kernel of N, i.e., a-lx is in Spin(V). But, f(a-‘x) = 
f(x) = cr. Hence, 0, = kernel(SN). 
We claim next that N: CL,(v)+ R* and SN: SO(V)+ R*/R*2 are 
surjective. We show this for SN (N is similar). Let E be a unit in R. We need 
a u in SO(v) with SN(a) = E modulo R**. Consider @, = ZcUL’+VU I  =
I,-,I,-,, Iv. Then 
N((u - u)(u - EV)) = (-l)* p(u - u, u - u) /?(u - EV, u - EV) 
= 2*& = E modulo R*2 
Hence, SN(@,) G E modulo R*2. 
Finally, we claim that 0, = EO( V) = Q(SO( V)). For this step we need 3 a 
unit in R. 
Suppose t is in 0, = ker(SN). By the proof of (D.4) there is a product x of 
elements of EO(V) = Q(SO( I’)) such that x7 = u. where (I: H + H and 
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cr lw = identity for V= H 1 W, Thus, CT may be viewed as an element of 
SO(H), By Lemma (3.10) of [ 1, p. 691, SO(li) = @P(H) for any commutative 
ring. So xr= @Jo for E a unit and r=x-I@,. But 1 = SN(t)= SZVk-‘) 
SN(@J = E modulo R*’ by the abov e calculation. Hence, E = a’, a a unit. 
But, by (Lemma 4.9, [4]---see argument at top of p. 548), Cp, = Qtaz is in 
EO( V). 
This discussion is summarized in the following theorem. 
(F.l) THEOREM. Let R be a connected fuil ring in which 2 and 3 are 
units. Let V be a symmetric inner product space with hyperbolic rank > 1 
and dimension > 3. Then we have the following commutative diagram with 
exact rows and columns. 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 - {il) - Spin(V) --L a(so(v)) det 1 
1-P - %3(v J”-+ wv) detl 
1 ~ P 
1 - Re2 - R* - R”,‘Re2 -----+ 1 
G. NORMAL SUBGROUPS OF SO(y) 
Let G be a subgroup of O(V). Recall that the order of G, denoted o(G), is 
the smallest ideal A satisfying A, G ,< Center(O(V/A V)), where 
A,: O(V)-+ O(V/Av) is the natural group morphism induced from 
L,:R-+R/A. 
In (C), we classified the EO(V)-normal subgroups of the orthogonal group 
O(V) over a a-fold full ring under suitable geometric hypothesis. The 
arguments of (C) will carry over to the classification of the normai 
subgroups of any group G satisfying EO(V) < G < O(V). The key is that in 
(C) we utilized only elements in EO(V). We state below the analogue of 
(C.5), for SO(V). 
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(G. 1) THEOREM. Let R be a 2-fold full commutative ring in which 2 and 
3 are units. Let V be a symmetric inner product space of dimension n, where 
n = 3 or n > 5 and hyperbolic rank > 1. Suppose G is a normal subgroup of 
SO(V). Then, if o(G) = A, we have 
EU(V,A),<G<SU(V,A). 
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